Minorities: Getting a voice on campus

Minorities: Lately I've seen more aggravation and lack of communication among the different minorities on this campus. I've attended all the events where I've heard all of the minorities express their grievances. I'm not saying what was argued there was right or wrong. I'm sitting in limbo waiting to see some active minority participants openly and directly with the administration on this campus. It might be OK to attack President Evans and throw random jabs of criticism at him during the presidential forum but will one person or persons stand up and see to it that issues like these don't get turned into rhetoric and turmoil? They're not going to spoon feed you information; you need a voice on campus. Come on people, get with it, show the administration that you are able and competent. Seriously consider participating in future events on campus, student government, attend open meetings, write opinions like this one in the Chronicle, perhaps even respond to this one! On the other hand, you could just keep your mouth shut!

Sandinista rebel

Health Center should extend hours

As a concerned student here at CSUSB, I feel that the Health Center should remain open later hours. Currently, it closes at 5:00 p.m., and often at 4:30 p.m. Since many students on campus have evening classes, this schedule does not meet their needs. As a university supported program, funded by students and designed for students, the Health Center should keep a schedule that serves both day and night students.

Jerry Cruncher

Instructor writes open letter

Open letter to Dr. Anthony Evans, President of CSUSB:

In your letter addressed to Chancellor Reynolds you state, "I am not sure just how many underrepresented students are ready, emotionally and intellectually, for a university experience." It, therefore, seems consistent with your concerted effort, that you are able and competent. Seriously consider participating in future events on campus, student government, attend open meetings, write opinions like this one in the Chronicle, perhaps even respond to this one! On the other hand, you could just keep your mouth shut!

Patricia Marquez-Chavez

Instructor, Antelope Valley College

deep concerns for quality education will draw many qualified, highly motivated minorities to CSUSB, this most important place of education, so that we all can conquer the many limitations that inhibit us from achieving self-understanding and appreciation of all men and women.
The Best Of...

Today's...

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

SAY THE DEVIL...MY FLOWERS ARE NOT FOR YOU ANY MORE...
LOLA, THEY DO KNOW WHAT THEY'RE DOING FOR A SON-IN-LAW, DON'T THEY?

WILL I TOLD THEM IT'S NO USE...
FROM THE OCEAN, ALL-TERRAIN...YEAH...YEAH...

AND I MENTIONED YOU'RE NICE...AND YOU WORK FOR A NEWSPAPER...
JOURNALIST...YEAH...YEAH...

AND YOU HAVE A SON IN THE...
IN OTHER WORDS, A SORT OF PERCOL-GEORGE WILL TYPE OF DUCK...GREAT!

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

OPUS! FUTURE SON-IN-LAW!!
GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS. MR. SHORES.

ALWAYS HAPPY TO HAVE ANOTHER AIRING IN THIS
AMERICAN FAMILY.

SAY YOU DON'T MEAN TO CARRY SOME BALL
GAME A FEW BRASS BULLETS AT WOMAN...

Bye.

California State University, San Bernardino

1986 Coyote Golf Tournament

The Coyote Tournament promises a golfing good time to all looking to compete against others in a four man select shot tournament. This format assures all equal chance for all teams to win. Of course the tournament winners will not be the only golfers taking home prizes.

Your $75 entry to the Coyote Tournament includes:
- Cart and Green Fees
- Our Commemorative Golf Shirt
- Your "Hole-in-One" for a New Car
- Outstanding hors d'oeuvres
- Terrific Tee Prizes
- Even a Closest to the Pin Contest
- Super day of GOLFING

To add to the excitement, the CSUSB Athletic Department will add chapters to a Grand Prize. The winner will see their name engraved on a plaque and receive a trophy, as well as the opportunity to win the tournament.

Come on Out and Join in the Fun and Be A Winner!!!!

Annual Fundraiser for California State University, San Bernardino intercollegiate Athletic Program.

Fribble by Jim Espinosa

Fearing the boat would sink due to the excess weight, Herbie threw himself overboard.
**The Shrinking World**

By J. Dean Grothe

You can smell blood here, as if you were always suffering from some sort of perpetual bloody nose. Light is a mystery here, it only glows. It is always wet, always warm, so terribly warm. It gets like that down there. Space disappears. Light is a mystery here, it disappears. The walls move in, as glaciers do. They are not only glows. It is always wet, though; ice is never so hot. The world shrinks every day, every minute. The thing, though, keeps growing, always growing. It never rests. The walls cave in, the clock ticks, and it never rests.

But this was his home, not a castle for some amorphous thing. Why didn’t it stop? The thing grows and grows and somehow he doesn’t breathe as easily. There is less room to stretch, and his strength is sapped. He cannot let it stretch is sapped. He cannot let it... He is tired, but too much is at stake.

He has waited for the thing to calm down, to cease the endless pushing. He won’t be pushed around. Besides, help can’t be far. Day passes day, still the situation worsens. If there were only compromise, there could be coexistence, but it never comes. This match of wills was going to end soon. He would beat the thing. It was time.

It was easy, he thought, as he put his hands around the thing’s neck, twisting the head furthest and further. The thing wouldn’t suffocate, somehow, but then the neck snapped and it was done. It was a day later. It was a long ride to the hospital. Rain was falling heavily, creating puddles which blanketed the roads. The ambulance sped on, oblivious to the splashing, the emergency was to grave. Soon the patient was prepped and ready for surgery. She was whisked down the anesthetic hospital hallway by a clean-shaven man who knew how to shave and that was about it. He wasn’t color blind, though, so he followed the red line to the operating room.

Two large doors swung open automatically in front of the gurney and closed behind it. In the operating room things were smooth and professional. A newly blonde nurse with blue contact lenses was humming a Helen Reddy tune from the Dark Ages. As she hummed the anesthesiologist and the intern were thinking about humping her on the operating table, this they did with a professional look in there eye as the former gave the patient her swoooze orders.

The patients belly was large. She was here prematurely, having fallen sick. Her husband and her relatives had been expecting twins, but something had gone wrong. The surgeon soulfully eyed the recently-prepped smooth white skin of the patient’s lower abdomen, wondering, in a ridiculous rhyme that he mummed to himself, how this woman had managed to upset her delivery schedule.

After a moment’s hesitation (his hernia was giving him fits) he cut the skin and watched passively as scant amounts of blood, some of it black, crawled into the open air. The first baby came into the world screaming and kicking like Tommy Lasorda, and with an extra, evil hint in his eye. The second had not been lucky. It was stiff, lifeless, and had huge bruises around it’s neck that had swollen to a high degree. The neck itself was examined, and then x-rayed. It had been broken, smoothed, and professionally.

---

**If Heaven Should Marry Hell**

by J. Russell Horton

If Heaven should marry Hell the justice of the peace would be the Pope, I bet, and give up a ring just for the ceremony. God might give heaven away, but should the devil be best man? Mary, the bridesmaid, would surely catch hell to let fall the spring bouquet. (But we all know the babybreath would fall from her anyway.)

The reception? Real cool, with hot vibes from Gabriel and The Band. Angels would do some kind of wing slappin’, cloud poundin’ that night. Any mortal looking in could not see the perfect couple as they might wish. ‘Cause there would be no such thing as doctrine anymore. Who could argue with incontrovertible contradiction, anyway? Wrong and right would dangle behind like a string of non-rhythmic tympanic cans tied to a gray stretch limo. As rumor would have it the honeymoon might well be in the Netherlands. If true, this relationship is sure to have few ups and downs.

---

**FRANKLY SPEAKING**

by J. Russell Horton

the Christian ladies who live in Alta Loma (a parody of E.E. Cummings poem, a Cambridge ladies who live in furnished souls)

the Christian ladies who live in Alta Loma attend college and have compromising minds (also, with the church’s unprotesting blessing high-spirited, unorthomatic, concerned) they espouse Marx and Darwin, as though alive, are invariably fastened upon one chief thing: at the present writing one still finds professors asking women? is it man-made come? probably. While reasoned face boldly quote the Humanistic sayings of Professor D...the Christian ladies do not care, above Alta Loma if sometimes the Lord of angry thunder and relentless, His red heart tears like a bible’s flimsy pages.

---

**MOVIES: RENTALS & SALES**

**VIDEO GENESIS**

326 Orange Street, Redlands, CA 92374 (714) 795-4331
562 E. 40th St, San Bernardino, CA 92404 (714) 868-5453

"1 off all films and machine rentals with current college ID.

"Halloween Horror-Movie headquarters."
Budget Gourmet

Review of breakfast fare at J's restaurant

The third restaurant reviewed for the Chronicle, this week's column features breakfast at J's. Creating into J's parking lot from Highland Avenue, one senses immediately that more than the huge laminated beam arches separate this restaurant from the best known of fast food lines. Entering the large A-frame building, the stained glass diamonds imbedded in the windows provide and exceptional sparkle, a bright introduction to J's exceptional breakfast fare.

Seating yourself in one of the six booths, two tables, or 15 swivel counter seats, a horizontally lengthy menu is quickly placed into your hands. Immediately one recognizes on the cover the emblem representative of the restaurant's name, a bluejay replete with chicks and pastoral setting.

Scanning the menu in the redwood slab and shingle interior, equally unique breakfast entrees strike the reader's eyes. Quiche for $4.45, chorizo omelette with sausage with guacamole, if desired, for $4.25, and mellow yeast buttermilk flapjacks for $1.95 are but a few complete breakfast items available.

Not all of J's patrons dine there for the menu's ensembles. One patron of 14 years mentioned that he prefers to pick and choose his own breakfast items, and J's, he said, is one of the few restaurants in San Bernardino where such dining is encouraged.

A complete breakfast can be custom made to your specifications with choices such as crispy crust corned-beef hash, cooked ham and eggs (served later), double-thick french toast, and of course a complete selection of breakfast meats and prepared eggs. Perhaps the best feature of creating a personalized breakfast ensemble at J's is that it typically costs no more than, say, a "stock" menu offering.

One special consideration to keep in mind is that J's restaurant has been in business for nearly three decades, and for consistency of service it can't be beat. On any given weekday or weekend morning, you're likely to be greeted by Georgia or Yvonne, each having served customers at J's for 29 years, a mind-boggling near-six decades of services between them.

Though the specials of the day are posted above the cashier's station, a tip to consider in selecting time honored specialties of the house is contained in the menu itself. In the menu, look for the tag line "a favorite for 28 years" accompanying certain selections. This clue will serve well to direct you, the patron, in selecting an excellent breakfast dish, hushpunch plate, or dinner offering from J's menu.

Speaking of fast, J's restaurant offers standard sandwich fare, ranging from J's Burger Treat to The Turk, a sandwich heaped with mounds of succulent breast of turkey, tomato, cheese, and more, each in the four-to-five dollar range.

For supper, J's boasts a tantalizing assortment of baked, broiled, fried, and barbecued entrées, among them Roast Fresh Chicken Half for $6.25, accompanied with savory mushrooms.

But for breakfast vegetables, it's hard to beat J's Cheddarired Spuds—a generous portion of one-third inch cubes of lightly browned potato simmered in a zesty medium cheddar cheese sauce. This delightful surprise is a tasty accompaniment to J's flavorful scrambled eggs.

Located one block west of Waterman Avenue, look for J's brown arches, between 6:30 am and 12 midnight. The address, 250 W. Highland; the atmosphere, rough-hewn chalet; the breakfasts, savory, overall it rates a bundle of warm fuzzes.
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Special major: Students combine interests into single major

by John R. Norton

What do you get when you cross a computer with a guitar? A special major, according to Dr. Diane Halpem, interim dean of Undergraduate Studies at Cal State University, San Bernardino. Computer Music, the title of that special major, is one example of a program tailored to fit the specific needs of a student. Indeed, any qualified student with specialized career goals can combine two or more academic disciplines into one major.

Surprisingly, few students take advantage of the special major program for undergraduates. "Only a handful of undergraduates have special majors," said Mrs. Halpem. "Perhaps that is because of the necessary amount of initiative that a person must have to obtain a special major. If the student isn't committed to the task, the special major committee will probably not approve the major."

Bruce Clemens knows that the program does work. Clemens, last year's special major, combined psychology and computer courses into one major. The focus of his major, Computer Psychology, was aimed at studying the psychological implications of computer technology on mankind. With the knowledge he gains in his course of study, Clemens hopes to design computer machinery that will interact with mankind in a favorable way.

"Computer technology is changing so fast that one cannot arise, and traditional majors often lack the ability to keep pace," said Clemens. "That is why I continued on my major, and with the ramifications of human interaction with computers."

Any qualified Cal State student willing to follow guidelines set by the chancellors office is eligible. According to those guidelines, a student with a 3.0 G.P.A., and who is not a senior, may apply. Also, that student will have to prove that his academic needs do not fit into an existing program. Three and other limitations, along with the necessary forms, are combined in a seven-page packet titled "Guidelines for Students Pursuing a Special Major (BA/BS)." It is available in Mrs. Halpem's office, Room 184 in the Administration building. The best way for a special major to be approved is to include classes from at least two disciplines in the program.

Although Clemens' proposal passed the review of the curriculum committee without revision, other students haven't been as fortunate. L.J. Haskell, former assistant to Dr. Halpem, said many proposals are in need of change before they are approved. Problems arise when students have not integrated different disciplines together," said Mrs. Haskell. "The review committee looks for a well-integrated interdisciplinary program, one whose focus is not overly specialized."

According to Mrs. Halpem, the necessary revisions are usually appreciated by the student. She stated that the course changes assist the student to learn more about areas that will aid their careers.

The special major mentioned at the outset of this article, Computer Music, is another program approved by the curriculum committee. According to Mrs. Haskell, it involves the use of computers in musical composition, recording, and editing.

Past programs include Desert Studies and Animal Behavior, neither traditional to the Cal State system. While not much information was available on Desert Studies, Animal Behavior included courses on training and maintaining aquatic animals for Marseiland-like shows.

Mrs. Haskell stated that it was a very well thought out major, one that received little if any committee revisions.

The handful of students that take advantage of the special major program are self motivated, and have unique academic needs. If this sounds like you, see Dr. Halpem in AD 184 or call 887-7891.

Boogie on the beach with interdisciplinary studies

How would you like to complete your upper division General Education requirement, earn a total of fifteen units toward graduation, spend the winter quarter lying on a beach in Tahiti, or working a temporary out-of-state job associated with staying home with your new baby, or just avoiding those twice weekly drives in from Needles? Sound too good to be true? Well, according to the Philosophy Studies 388 will allow you to do this and more.

IS 388 and its two-quarter versions, IS 386AB and IS 387AB permit you to fulfill your ten-unit upper division General Education requirement by working with a set of study guides at home (or in the Bahamas) and taking a comprehensive examination at the end of the term. And if you want to do the whole quarter without classes you can sign up for an additional five units of elective credit.

You register for IS courses just as you would for regular classes. From that point things are different. You buy a set of study guides with your books in the bookstore, pick up a reading schedule in the Philosophy Department office and go home. On this program you never have to come to campus again until the scheduled exam time at the end of the term, unless you want to attend the two optional question and answer sessions scheduled each term. Mind, you're not thrown out there on your own with no help available. Any time you have questions, you can call any member of the Philosophy Department and ask away to your heart's content. (Or if you get too ambitious, drop in on campus and see a philosopher and relive the good old days when you drove three hours each way to classes.) Sound interesting? Call the Philosophy Department (887-7469) for more information. And think about winter in Rincon.

FMA, a management association, to host real estate speaker

The Talk will be held in the Alder room of the upper commons at noon on Tuesday, November 25. All finance majors and other interested students are welcome to attend. Refreshments will be served.

FMA is now recruiting new members. We meet on a regular basis in the Alder room on Tuesdays at noon. Come and join us and gain valuable working experience in working with others.

On Tuesday, November 11, the FMA will host a guest speaker from Varsi Development Corp. in San Bernadino. Mr. Charles McManus will discuss three topics: 1) Economic growth in the Inland Empire 2) The decision-making process in commercial real estate development and 3) financial aspects of commercial real estate development.

Mark Your Calendars

Start the Thanksgiving holidays out right by donating a pint of blood on Wednesday, November 26th, Circle that date on your calendar and help support our campus Blood Reserve Fund. More information will be forthcoming.
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Extended Ed offers to clarify tax laws

by James Yarrow

The Department of Accounting and Finance, in conjunction with Extended Education, will offer a "Tax Retreat" designed to explain and clarify the new Tax Bill on November 14, 1986. It will be held in the Commons from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and registration can be in advance (by Nov. 10) or at the door.

Attendance will cost $75 for general public in advance, $85 at the door, and $15 for students. According to Kathy Young, Director of Program Development at Extended Ed, students will be placed on a waiting list and will not be included. Also if the seminar has a large attendance, students will be expected to stand in the back if necessary.

M.E.Ch.A. to hold drive for membership, fundraiser

The members of Cal State San Bernardino M.E.Ch.A. will be sitting outside of the library on Wednesday and Friday, November 5th and 7th in order to recruit new members and raise funds for a M.E.Ch.A. scholarship to be given at the end of the school year. The M.E.Ch.A. organization is formed for the benefit of Hispanic and Latino students attending CSUSB as a support to their individual educational quests. The organization also serves as a focal point for social and community activities throughout the year. The M.E.Ch.A. organization is offered to the students of the San Bernardino Valley College.

One-stop workshop at graduate info day

Cal State students thinking about pursuing a master's degree or doctorate will benefit from the presence of representatives from more than 20 professional and graduate schools from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tuesday, November 11 during the university's Graduate Information Day. Prospective graduate students will be greeted outside the Student Union by school representatives from throughout California, including: Cal State Fullerton, Cal State Long Beach, Cal State, Dominguez Hills, Cal State San Marcos, Cal State, San Bernardino, Cal State, San Marcos' Graduate School, and Chapman College.

Exotic exhibit displayed at CSUSB gallery

An oil and acrylic painting exhibit, titled "The African Series," by Cal State senior William Moore, will be on exhibit in Gallery II of the Visual Arts Building from Nov. 3-21. The exhibit is open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Forum provides law school info

More than seventy-five law schools will participate in the third annual southern California Law School Forum in Los Angeles on Friday and Saturday, November 14 and 15, 1986. The event, which is open to all students and is free of charge, will be held at the Century Plaza Hotel, 2025 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles.

The Law School Forum provides an opportunity for interested students to speak with representatives of each of the law schools, in order to gain a perspective on what each school has to offer. Catalogues, other literature, and application forms will be available. The law school representatives will also be able to tell prospective students about opportunities for financial aid.

In addition, the law school admissions council, sponsor of the Law School Forum, will run videotaped presentations covering the law school admissions process, the law school admissions test (LSAT), and opportunities in the legal profession.

In addition to the main event in Los Angeles, CSUSB pre-law students have been invited to two preliminary events. Each of these will offer a less formal opportunity to meet the representatives of the law schools. The Clayton College of Law School Forum is to be conducted on the campus of Clayton College on November 6 at 8 p.m., and the University of California, Los Angeles on November 7 at 8 p.m.
Have you thought about graduate school?

Don't miss the chance — to learn easily and conveniently about Graduate Study at over twenty schools in Southern California. Representatives will be here to answer any and all questions about programs, admissions.

Attend Graduate Tuesday, Nov. 11 — 11 a.m. on the walk just west of the u
requirements, financial aid, and much more at Graduate Information Day, Tuesday, November 1, 11:00-3:00 on the walk just west of the Student Union. In case of bad weather, all representatives will be in the SUMP Room at the Student Union.

Take advantage of this day! You can get all the information you need about graduate school—all in one place.
Businesses that bend rules

by Greg Alan Timpany

The purpose of business should be to create and satisfy a customer. This is not an easy task. This article looks at some of the problems associated with that task.

As the level of complexity rises in a civilization, rules follow. There are few situations known to man that don't have rules governing them. Businesses which place profits in front of customers, hide behind rules. They allow the company to make excuses to cover for poor customer relations.

In an article in the Los Angeles Times, John F. Lawrence brings out a good example of hiding behind rules. Picture the scenario, a couple entering a restaurant for a quiet peaceful dinner. Upon entering, they ask for a table away from the noise of the bar. Ten minutes later, they are seated next to the kitchen, hardly a quiet place. Not satisfied with their location, the couple decides to move to a quieter table, only to be stopped by the hostess. According to the hostess, waitresses were not assigned to that portion of the restaurant. As the couple decides to leave, the manager steps in to take their order.

This situation could have taken place anywhere, grocery stores, shopping malls, or universities. When employees take the rules too seriously, the risk of losing a sale may increase.

The couple in the restaurant could have left before the manager intervened. A customer in a clothing store may leave disgruntled after being attacked by commission hungry sales-people. If the situation is bad enough, the customer may never return. Worse yet, he or she could tell their friends not to patronize the business.

Getting customers is a difficult task in itself. Losing them due to stringent rules only complicates the process. Businesses or employees that go the extra inch, and bend the rules will be rewarded. Maybe not right away, but those who perform above and beyond the cause win in the end!

South African rights violations discussed by Foundation Board

by Steve Korn

The Foundation Board of Directors addressed the issue of deprivation of rights in South Africa when it decided to divest $500,000 from its Common Fund to ensure that no such monies will be invested in companies which do business in South Africa.

Formerly, the Foundation Board had no way of knowing for certain whether or not monies invested in the Common Fund were being used for this purpose.

The half million dollars will be transferred to a new common fund, which will invest in a relatively new organization called the South Africa Free Equity Fund, which will guarantee that no money in South Africa, or with companies investing in South Africa, according to newly appointed Vice President of administration and finance Leonard Farwell.

The Common Fund, which manages investments for 250 universities nationwide, established a new fund six months ago. Cal State San Bernardino will be the only CSU campus in the new fund, which now has 17 participating colleges and assets of approximately 70 million.

Farwell was quoted in the September 26 issue of The Bulletin as saying "Stocks in the South Africa Free Equity Fund have been a better than average investment over the past five years. There is a modest risk of reduced income because the portfolio includes a higher percentage of small and medium size companies, which have a smaller capitalization base and higher risk characteristics."

When asked to comment on whether or not this decision has to do with South Africa's policy of Apartheid, Vice President Farwell commented "Yes, I think it is safe to say that it has to do with the general situation over there."
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Five $100 business scholarships discovered

by Vida Melchmoor

Meet Melonie A. Wright, an eager high school student hoping to go to a university in her hometown of San Bernardino, shouldn't she? Her grade point average was not spectacular in her senior year, but respectable. She was a cheerleader, president of her class, and a member of the honor society. A successful college career seemed inevitable. This is also where our story becomes melancholy. Melonie hoped to receive a scholarship from the Western Association of Food Chains. She was not a senior when she applied, but when the time came, she still had to work through college and receive help from her parents. She was also counting on support from the many scholarships she applied for. Melonie was turned down because her parents made too much money.

"We're not rich or anything...it's just not close...but that seems like such a dumb reason not to offer help." Melonie expresses a sentiment many prospective college students feel every year. Fortunately, Melonie was saved from a year of financial worry by the Western Association of Food Chains. She is now a sophomore at CSUSB and received the scholarship at the beginning of this school year. She is one of five students to receive this award after leaving high school. Melonie hopes to become a CPA after leaving college. Her biggest dream however is to work for one of the big 8 accounting firms in the Los Angeles area.

Ms. Wright found information about this particular scholarship in a most unusual way. She was lamenting about the difficulty of receiving a scholarship that respected her accomplishments as a student, and a friendly professor pointed her in the right direction. Coincidentally, Melonie was working for Stater Brothers at the time, an active member of the Western Food Chain Association, and qualified as an ideal candidate. She has been working at Stater Brothers for two years now. She confesses that in many ways the job has been much better to her than she originally anticipated. "I've stayed here this long because I like being with people. I like the people I work with and serve."

Could this scholarship be for you? Five $1000 scholarships are awarded annually to students who are or will become enrolled at CSUSB in the field of Business Administration. Eligibility requirements also stress the importance of the student's concentration in the food industry, although that is not always mandatory. Preference is given to those students who are employees of chains that are affiliated with the scholarship's sponsor. This should not discourage students who are not employees of those particular stores. Especially if the student's career objective lies in the food industry. Applicants must have at least a 3.0 grade point average, but financial need is not necessarily a consideration. Just ask Melonie. Have any questions? Contact: Prof. Kerri Acheson at (714) 887-7543 or 887-7531. Has it benefited Melonie? She responded enthusiastically, "Yes, definitely!"

Student Government:
They govern the rights and responsibilities of students

Every student at Cal State University San Bernardino belongs to Associated Students and has a representative on a Board of Directors. Each student pays an Associated Student fee every quarter which entitles the student to participate in student organizations, activities, and programs, to vote in all Associated Students' elections, and to run for an office or position in the Associated Students' government.

The Associated Students' Constitution states that, "The general purpose of the government of Associated Students will be to provide for the welfare of the student body and the college.

The government of Associated Students, also known as A.S.B.O.D., has the power and responsibility to:

Act as the student body voice and support campus activities.
Raise and allocate funds (the A.S. fee).
Serve as a liaison between students, faculty, and administration.

The A.S. Board of Directors 1986/87 is comprised of one elected or appointed representative from each recognized school, one from Interdisciplinary/Dual majors, and one from Undeclared majors, a president, vice president, and a treasurer. Other members of the board are a faculty and an administrative representative.

In addition to the constitutional responsibilities of the board, it also acts as a place where any student or group can voice their concerns and questions regarding student issues, campus policies, and student funds.

Karen Overstreet, president of Associated Students, "encourages students to come to the A.S.B.O.D. meetings to ask questions. Even if the questions do not pertain directly to Associated Students, with the variety and knowledge of the board members we should be able to assist and direct students."

An immediate goal of Associated Students is to assess the needs and increase the awareness of the students body. A campus wide survey is being planned to assist A.S. with this goal. A workshop for the A.S.B.O.D. and some other representatives from the campus was held Oct. 25. Budget objectives and short and long range goals were discussed.

The A.S. office is located in the southeast corner of the Student Union Building. The phone number is (714) 754-1794. A.S.B.O.D. meetings are held every Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the Senate Chambers, also located in the Student Union. The public is welcome and encouraged to attend the meetings.

KAREN & KEVIN

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 5, 1986
7:30 pm
11:00 pm
STUDENT UNION PUB
Coyote soccer barely misses NCAA playoffs

The CSUSB Soccer squad narrowly missed in the Coyotes bid for the final playoff spot in the NCAA West Region Soccer Playoffs. The Coyotes remained in contention until the final ballot cast by the regional playoff committee on Sunday evening. Cal State San Bernardino's Soccer team has posted a winning record of 11 wins against 7 losses, heading into the final game of the season against Cal State Long Beach on Tuesday at 3:00. Scrutinizing the caliber of opposition the Coyotes have faced this season gives a special appreciation for the sturdy defense and solid play that has characterized the CSUSB team.

The Coyotes opposed three NCAA Division I schools (St. Mary's College of Moraga, CA, UC Irvine, and the University of San Diego). CSUSB defeated two of the three tough Division I teams they played this season. Keeping in mind the three Division I schools, a look at the other two Division II schools, the Lady Eagles, and the University of San Diego. CSUSB defeated two of the three tough Division I teams they played this season. Keeping in mind the three Division I schools, a look at the opponents unlucky enough to play the Coyotes. CSUSB lost five games early in the season but came on strong to dominate the remainder of the intense CSUSB schedule.

For instance, the Coyotes won eight of their last 10 games. All eight wins were by shutout, with a total of ten shutouts thus far.

Of the losses in that string of 10 games, the loss to the University of San Diego yielded positive results with even the USD Head Coach admitting, "We were lucky to win against the Coyotes!"

USD is currently 15-3-1 and ranked fifth in the nation for Division I teams.

For the Coyotes, after struggling at the beginning of the season, some memorable soccer for Cal State and its future teams was performed this season. The unmatched performances include six straight shutouts at one point in the year which encompassed well during that span.

Cal State's leading net-thrasher is Jerry O'Hara (Fontana/Lake Shore HS, NY) with 12 goals. Following O'Hara into the net is senior Mark Texter, a member of the inaugural CSUSB soccer squad, with six scores and Trevor Coleman (San Bernardino/San Gorgonio HS) also with six tallies.

Cal State's main strength all season long has belonged to the defense. Ball control and cutting off the opposition passing has enabled the 1986 version of the CSUSB soccer team to have been a contender for post-season play. Over 540 minutes of scoreless soccer for the opposition. In contrast, the Coyotes wore out the net with 23 unanswered goals.

Coyote volleyballers revamp team

The Lady Coyotes are licking their wounds following Friday's loss to a team CSUSB had previously defeated twice, Cal Baptist College.

In the Halloween contest the CSUSB team lost a top setter, Laura Isbell, for the entire match when she twisted an ankle two minutes into the first game. Coach Carlos Juarez's schedule gives an illustration of the axiom "When you get tough, the tough get going." The Coyotes get tough early. Besides playing four NAIA schools, the CSUSB squad played two Division II schools and decisively beat most of the Division III (CSUSB's division) opponents unlucky enough to play the Coyotes.

CSUSB lost five games early in the season but came on strong to dominate the remainder of the intense CSUSB schedule.

For example, the Coyotes won eight of their last 10 games. All eight wins were by shutout, with a total of ten shutouts thus far.

Of the losses in that string of 10 games, the loss to the University of San Diego yielded positive results with even the USD Head Coach admitting, "We were lucky to win against the Coyotes!"

USD is currently 15-3-1 and ranked fifth in the nation for Division I teams.

For the Coyotes, after struggling at the beginning of the season, some memorable soccer for Cal State and its future teams was performed this season. The unmatched performances include six straight shutouts at one point in the year which encompassed well during that span.

Cal State's leading net-thrasher is Jerry O'Hara (Fontana/Lake Shore HS, NY) with 12 goals. Following O'Hara into the net is senior Mark Texter, a member of the inaugural CSUSB soccer squad, with six scores and Trevor Coleman (San Bernardino/San Gorgonio HS) also with six tallies.

Cal State's main strength all season long has belonged to the defense. Ball control and cutting off the opposition passing has enabled the 1986 version of the CSUSB soccer team to have been a contender for post-season play. Over 540 minutes of scoreless soccer for the opposition. In contrast, the Coyotes wore out the net with 23 unanswered goals.

golf tourney tees-off with fund raiser

The CSUSB Coyote Golf Tournament will be held Wednesday, November 12, 1986, at the Shandin Hills Golf Club.

The Coyote Tournament is an annual fundraiser to benefit the Cal State San Bernardino Intercollegiate Athletic program. Tee-off time for the tourney is 12:30 with the tournament format being four-man select-shot. The entrance fee is $75 per person, which includes Green fee, cart, commemorative golf shirt, tee prizes, hors d'oeuvres in the clubhouse during the awards ceremony at the tourney's conclusion.

The tourney is sponsored jointly by the CSUSB Athletic Department and CSUSB Alumni Affairs.

For more information or registration forms contact the CSUSB Athletic Department at (714) 887-7560. Registration forms are also available at the Shandin Hills Golf Club.
1986 CSU SAN BERNARDINO VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE UPDATE

Ranked 4th in the Western Region for Division III.

SEPT. 12-13
Whittier College Tournament
CSUSB 7-15, 5-15 w. Calvin College
CSUSB 16-14, 15-11 d. Pomona-Pitzer Colleges
CSUSB 15-6, 15-7 d. Cal Lutheran University
CSUSB 15-5, 15-7 d. University of Redlands
Whittier College Tournament Finals
CSUSB 15-7, 11-15, 15-2, 15-12 d. Whittier
CSUSB 5-15, 11-15, 11-15 w. Fresno Pacific University
CSUSB 11-15, 15-8, 15-5, 15-8 d. Pomona-Pitzer College
(Third place finish)

SEPT. 16
CSUSB 15-12, 14-16, 11-15, 15-14 d. Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Colleges

SEPT. 17
CSUSB d. University of Redlands (scores unavailable)

SEPT. 24
CSUSB 15-4, 15-10, 15-4 d. Occidental College

SEPT. 30
CSUSB 16-14, 15-11, 15-6 d. Pomona-Pitzer College

OCT. 1
CSUSB 15-2, 15-4, 15-6 d. University of Redlands

OCT. 4
CSUSB 10-15, 15-10, 9-15, 8-15 d. Biola University

OCT. 7
CSUSB 15-5, 15-4, 15-13 d. Christ College

OCT. 11
CSUSB Tournament
CSUSB 11-6, 11-5 d. Master's College
CSUSB 11-1, 11-1 d. Christ College
CSUSB 11-3, 8-11, 11-3 d. Mount St. Mary's College
CSUSB Tournament Finals
CSUSB 15-1, 15-8, 15-5 d. University of Redlands
CSUSB 15-8, 15-6, 15-11 d. Whittier College
CSUSB 15-7, 15-12, 15-7 d. Cal Baptist College

OCT. 14
CSUSB 7-15, 2-15, 15-13, 10-15 w. Master's College

OCT. 17
CSUSB 15-8, 6-15, 15-10, 14-16 w. UC San Diego

OCT. 22
CSUSB 15-4, 15-7, 8-15, 15-4 d. Whittier College

OCT. 24-25
Occidental College Tournament
CSUSB 0-15, 9-15 w. Cal Lutheran University
CSUSB 15-2, 15-10 d. Grand Canyon College
CSUSB 14-16, 4-15 d. Colorado College
Occidental Tournament Finals
CSUSB 15-13, 15-5 d. California Baptist College
CSUSB 17-19, 15-11, 15-8, d. Occidental College
CSUSB 12-15, 15-6, 7-15 w. University of La Verne

OCT. 28
CSUSB 15-9, 15-4, 15-4 d. Christ College

OCT. 31
CSUSB 12-15, 11-15, 8-15 w. Cal Baptist College

NOV. 4 CSUSB hosts Southern California College-7:00

NOV. 7-8 CSUSB at UC, San Diego Tournament-TBA

Current Record 24-9. Ranked 17th nationally in NCAA Division III.

PREPARATION FOR:
GMAT* LSAT GRE
Enrolling Now! Visit us at our center, 1185 Mountain View Ave., #101, Loma Linda, CA 92354. Or call us days, even, or weekends. Our phone number (714) 796-3727.

ALTHEA WAITES
PIANIST
In a Program featuring the Music of Florence B. Price
Distinguished Black Woman Composer
Thursday November 6th
Recital Hall
Creative Arts Building
24 hour Service Offered By CSU Computer Center

by Max L. Pollak

The CSUSB Computer Center has equipment and facilities available for student's use around the clock. Instructional Consulting Consultant David Neighbors stated that the Computer Center has 25 workstations which give students 24-hour access of four timesharing computer systems and 77 Apple and IBM microcomputers. These workstations are organized into six microcomputer laboratories.

Students will be able to write class reports or term papers by using a word processing program available, which he calls an 'Appletalk network'. The common network is a Sun 20 megabyte hard disk. The programs used by students, such as word processing, are stored on this hard disk machine.

Neighbors feels that the Appletalk network 'facilitates the people using the MacWrite (word processor) or MacPaint (graphics) program. There's no more checking out disks and the school houses some of them on the hard disk machines in the six laboratories.

Of the six laboratories, one contains 13 IBM PC computers and one has 10 IBM PC machines for one has 10 IBM PC machines and four Apple Macintosh computers. According to Neighbors, the 18 Apple Macintosh computers and the last three laboratories contain a total of 30 Apple machines.

According to Neighbors, the 18 Apple Macintosh computers are linked together on common network as well as a Sun 20 hard disk machine. The students can use this equipment to form an 'Appletalk network'. This common network is a Sun 20 hard disk machine that is shared by students.

Facility Bldg. to Cost $2.1 Million

by Sue Barcus

Enrollment increases of 15 percent a year and successful marketing techniques at Cal State San Bernardino have generated a need for the $2.1 million Faculty Office Building currently under construction and a second building slated to start in 1988, according to William Shum, facilities planning director.

The new $2.1 million building, part of a five-year state-funded Capital Improvement Program, will be completed July 27, 1987, Shum said.

The building will house the School of Education with an office suite for the dean, and offices for two department chairmen, four credential analysts and 49 faculty. The School of Science and Behavioral Sciences will occupy the building and will have an office suite for the dean and offices for three department chairmen and 49 faculty.

Shum stated the construction of the Faculty Office Building is on schedule and the only problem has been drilling holes for the foundation. The soil is rocky and this causes the drill to wobble, enlarging the hole, requiring 110 percent more concrete to fill the hole.

Students Receive Services in Campus Health Center

by Heidi Barlow

Measles and rubella immunizations are now a necessity for California State University students, according to Dr. James Savage, Health Center director. In 1985, measles and rubella epidemics hit many universities in the east and midwest. Therefore, Savage explained, the aim of immunization is to prevent an epidemic among CSU students.

Student Health Services must receive documented proof of measles-rubella immunization from required students by February 6, 1987. This verification must show that the vaccine used was manufactured from live virus. Such a vaccine has only been available since 1969. Students not providing verification by Feb. 6 will be unable to register for spring quarter classes.

The Health Center will immunize students free of charge. Immunization hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays with no appointment necessary.

Kaleidoscope is published weekly by the Department of Communication to augment classroom instruction. Opinions and comments may be addressed to Kaleidoscope, care of the Department of Communication, California State University, San Bernardino, 500 University Parkway, San Bernardino, Calif. 92407.

DON DURS, co-editor
DIANNE BAURE, co-editor
ELIZABETH PATRICK, photography
SUE BARCUS, photography
JOHN KAUFMAN, advisor

Kaleidoscope is sponsored by the Communication Department.
**Classified**

**GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY**

- **Adoption:** We are a loving and successful couple seeking to adopt a baby. Confidential, all expenses paid. Call (805) 298-7119.
- **For Sale:** Super single, must sell $75, 3 in Steve, 788-1299, evenings only.
- **Army ROTC translates into earning power. Call Captain Tom Ziegler, 887-9549.**
- **On-campus representative; have time while earning top pay. Call 1-800-932-0262.” (10-8)**

Have fun on campus working for national marketing company helping students apply for AT&T credit cards. Work 1-2 days/week. Call 1-800-445-6116.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words per Hour Available</th>
<th>$6.00/hr.</th>
<th>$6.75/hr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typing - IBM Exec.</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Typing</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Services</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **AM/PM Word Processing/Editing available.** For $1 per quarter page of your data can be saved on an IBM compatible disk. Please call Shirley Lewis at 887-3527.
- **Singer needed for studio work with good commercial voice male/female. Call John or Kevin, 886-9479.**
- **72 DATSUN 240 Z. Excellent condition. Brand new everything. Excellent stereo. Must be driven to be appreciated. Call for information 887-5428.”**
- **Tutor wanted for Finance 430. Salary open. Call 790-2277. Ask for Linda.**

For Sale: 26' 1985 Schwinn 10-speed, w/backpack & foot dips, plus helmet, $100.00, 338-5131.

High Quality, Fast Dependable service. Call Mrs. Smith at 887-2509 (bet. 9-1) or 884-5198 (other times).

Fun and free sign language classes available. Learn to communicate with hearing impaired persons. No grades and no obligation. Drop by in person at Serrano Village; Today House 221 or leave telephone message at 887-7662 for Bill Gropp.

**Typping:Word Processing near Cal State, term papers, resumes, letters, micic. Call Cynthia at 887-9531.**

**Typping:IBM Exec. close to campus!!! Reasonable rates, call Cathy, 887-0295.**

**HELP! CALYPSO CHARLEY needs energetic, fun-loving & personable people to work as food servers. If you know anyone that have them apply in person at CALYPSO CHARLEY’s, 666 Lomond Drive (formerly Pancho Villa’s) about 1 mile south of campus. All shifts available.**

**Homeworkers Wanted - Top Pay: Work at Home - Call Cottage Industries - (405) 360-4062**

### Advertising Features

#### The Basic Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Inches</th>
<th>Cost per Inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-75</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-100</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-150</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 150</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost per inch for advertising rates. Ad billing is based on the number of square inches in the ad. Ad billing is based on the number of square inches in the ad. Ad billing is based on the number of square inches in the ad. Ad billing is based on the number of square inches in the ad. Ad billing is based on the number of square inches in the ad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4&quot; x 3&quot; equals 12 sq. in.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 sq. in. x 2 inches totals 24 sq. in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 sq. in. x 2/2 in. totals 48 sq. in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Staff positions now available:

**Production Editor**

**Staff writers**
If you know your buns, you could put them on this baby.

Win a Honda Elite™ 150 Deluxe Scooter from In-N-Out Burger.

Introducing the absolute easiest quiz you'll take all year. And the only one that gives you a chance to win a totally cool red Honda Elite 150 Deluxe Scooter for getting the right answer.

So think hard. How many sesame seeds on an In-N-Out Double-Double bun?

If you don't know, feel free to cheat. (Cramming is allowed at any In-N-Out Burger location.) Just put your answer on the entry form below (or print all the info on a plain piece of paper) and drop it off at any In-N-Out Burger before midnight, November 17. (And you don't even have to buy anything; although your stomach will be very happy if you do.) Then, on Friday, November 21, we'll draw 6 winning entries from among all the entries with the right answer to our question. And those 6 incredibly lucky college types will be cruising through the In-N-Out Drive-Thru on their very own red Honda Elite 150 Deluxe Scooter.

You can enter as often as you like but there's just one prize per person. And you don't even have to buy anything, although you can if you like. Then, on Friday, November 21, we'll draw 6 winning entries from among all the entries with the right answer to our question. And those 6 incredibly lucky college types will be cruising through the In-N-Out Drive-Thru on their very own red Honda Elite 150 Deluxe Scooter.

Outrageousness!

Win your very own red Honda Elite™150 Deluxe Scooter!

There are sesame seeds on an In-N-Out Double-Double bun.

Maximum award capacity 200 lbs. Always wear a helmet and eye protection.

You can enter as often as you like but there's just one prize per person. And you don't even have to buy anything, although you can if you like. Then, on Friday, November 21, we'll draw 6 winning entries from among all the entries with the right answer to our question. And those 6 incredibly lucky college types will be cruising through the In-N-Out Drive-Thru on their very own red Honda Elite 150 Deluxe Scooter.

Outrageousness!

Win your very own red Honda Elite™150 Deluxe Scooter!

There are sesame seeds on an In-N-Out Double-Double bun.